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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the construction of gender in early childhood education. Many studies that discuss this topic have been conducted both nationally and internationally. Internationally, research on gender in early childhood adopts critical theories that masculinity and femininity as something fluid and negotiated. The perception of men as the centre of the society's structure has been in equality a strong patriarchal culture in Indonesia. In the field of early childhood education, research that adopts critical theories on gender are still very scarce. This paper aims to expand previous studies by adopting Bourdieu's lens to analyse the extent to which social structure and class are intersected with gender construction. Using a literature study, finding of this paper is hoped to contribute to the debate and theories on gender in the early years.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper aims to expand the study of gender construction in early childhood education settings. Research on gender topics has been carried out both nationally and internationally [1]. Internationally, research on gender topics is mostly raised by analysis using a critical theoretical framework [2]. It was found that gender is a concept that is flexible to be discussed, as well as something that is still negotiable [3]. Meanwhile in Indonesia, the discussion of gender using critical theory is still rarely done [4].

Critical theory needs to be used as a lens in analyzing gender in the realm of early childhood education, which is still very gendered, both in terms of the learning approach used to the media provided by preschool institutions. Another important point that shows early childhood education in Indonesia is still very gendered is that the patriarchal culture that has long been rooted in Indonesia has contributed significantly to how gender is constructed [5]. As when playing, girls are directed to choose dolls over toy cars, he argues. This is followed by how teachers treat their students in learning activities, so that education is gender biased [6], differences arise, and restrictions in accessing opportunities, knowledge, experiences, and are limited in developing their agency.

Through a literature study approach [7] this paper will attempt to broaden the knowledge of how gender is constructed in early childhood education by focusing on the use of Bourdieu's theory. It is hoped that this article can contribute to open insights into the debate and theory on gender in early childhood.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This paper uses Bourdieu's theory in describing the practice of teaching and learning in early childhood education institutions which are still very gendered. Habitus, field, and capital are the three theoretical constructs used to develop a sensitive sociocultural model in practice between agents/actors and the reproduction of inequalities in the social world, one of which is gender inequality in accessing education [8].

Social construction is obtained through the approach of naturally acquired intellectual experience. Usually this is obtained because of the closeness to the concept of knowledge and ideas that are connected between time and conditions, and that social life is diverse and through essential processes [9]. Habitus in Bourdieu's work refers to a system of dispositions which are manifested through practices adapted to cultural and social structural principles. A sustainable cultural cycle is generated through internalization and outreach. Cultural production is not a closed result but a process that is produced repeatedly so that it becomes a structured culture [10].

The concept of habitus mediates between structural principles as a property of culture and structural principles as a property of practice is a structured embodiment of these principles [11]. It can be translated operationally from this theory that educational
institutions, in this case early childhood education (ECE) institutions, have become cultural agents that
legalize social class differences which produces differences. One of them is the interpretation of gender
[12]. How the treatment of teachers or educators on
children is differentiated by gender, the broader is the
opportunity to explore opportunities to gain knowledge
and learning experiences. An example is that boys will
be given the opportunity to explore activities that
emphasize the role and nature of masculinity in them
[13]. Meanwhile, girls are more directed to choose and
carry out feminine activities. So that if there are girls
who play in areas that are claimed to be boys' activities,
they will be considered different or out of the ordinary
[14]. This is evidence of the differences mentioned by
Bourdieu because they are produced by the culture and
social structure of society in which educators have
experienced this before. So that it is reproduced when
he/she or they teach children in ECE institutions. It is
then becoming a repetitive habitus. Namely, the
behaviors of producing and reproducing the values,
characters or styles that exist in the environment [15].

2.1. ECE Institution as Sites of Gender
Construction Production

From the perspective of habitus, education is
actually a re-formation of various kinds of differences.
because schools have become agents in producing or
reproducing a social class [16]. Bourdieu's theory is one
of the post structuralist approaches that can be used as a
reference and point of view in solving these problems.
Research states that the study of gender is a sensitive
area and has its own complexities [17], through various
opinions and opinions on how gender is constructed in
early childhood education institutions that are consistent
and focus on child development, and of course the
important role of educators in supporting this, but also
implicitly or explicitly lead to gender stereotypes that
take place continuously and become the environment
and established social values.

This is a form of opposition from liberal thought
which states education as a form of equality [15]. The
form of social class differences is summarized in
various ways, more specifically in my writing, in the
class and social structure towards gender [18] that it
becomes an identity through stereotypes [19].

The social structure and Habitus theory proposed by
Bourdieu is used to find out how the social structure and
Habitus that exists in early childhood education
institution has implications for determining behaviors
and educational services provided to boys and girls on a
gender basis [20]. This is done because early childhood,
as part of the social structure of society, is often
considered not important to be involved in the concept
of gender and its complexities. But on the other hand,
this perception greatly influences what is appropriate
and inappropriate for boys and girls [21], a small
example that is closest to the world of early childhood
education is in play. Boys are more involved in games
that involve construction, physicality, and planned
sports. Meanwhile, girls are more involved in literacy
activities, fine motor skills, and others. This is
reinforced by research conducted by Mascaro et al. [22]
which found that teachers and parents promote various
types of games to boys and girls. Boys are encouraged
to be more involved in physical, constructive, and
mechanical play. They are more often given prizes in
the form of legos, vehicles, sports equipment and
equipment. Girls, on the other hand, are more likely to
be given dolls, kitchen utensils and art kits.

Discourse socialization is internalized into a gender
nuance so that a gender identity continues to develop.
The results of this gender socialization can be seen in
the behaviors of children aged one to two years, when
they begin to show a clear preference for toys that seem
to match the gender markers they show. Based on
research conducted by O'Connor et al. [13] that when
boys and girls are socialized into gender-specific games,
this must be addressed by society and more specifically,
by educators. Why? Because play is actually not gender-
exclusive; Boys and girls have the right to experience,
and the need to experience, all kinds of play [22].
Imaginative play develops communication skills,
interpersonal skills, negotiation skills, encourages
cooperation and enhances creativity. Physical play
builds the cerebellum, supports the development of
strength, endurance, resilience and self-confidence; all
skills that are transferable into the academic setting
from middle childhood onwards. Construction games
improve visual-spatial coordination skills and, both of
which are important in mathematical reasoning. Each
type of play has holistic developmental benefits for
children, regardless of gender. Balance in play is
necessary and therefore games should not be divided
along gender lines [22].

2.2. Teachers Perception of Gender in Early
Childhood

Gender according to Puspitawati [23], is a concept
used to identify differences between men and women,
seen from the social and cultural aspects. So, it can be
said that gender is a non-biological perspective. So that
the word gender is different from the word sex. Sex is
the concept of differentiation between men and women
based on the reality or biological structure of humans.
That between women and men are naturally different
from their biological aspects is clear and cannot be
denied. Women have a different form of sex with men.
This sex difference, not infrequently, then affects the
construction of gender in social reality. Gender
differences between women and men occur through a
long process and even begin at an early age. Due to the
physical differences between women and men, it demands certain roles from these two creatures which are then socialized, internalized from generation to generation and even by using regulations from various perspectives such as religion, belief, culture, and so on. So that it is as if the gender construction becomes a natural, immutable truth, such as the status and existence of differences in sex or sex. As previously mentioned, the concept of gender formation is carried out from an early age, so the teacher as the closest environment to students also shapes how gender is constructed. So that it results in the emergence of gender injustice in school institutions [14]. One of the common things about gender inequality occurs because we live in a dominant society with ideas about how to be right for men and women.

Differences in gender roles become evident in children at an early age, Maccoby Whiting and Edwards [24] states that boys and girls who are in the age range of 3 years show different communication styles, participate in different activities, play more often with same-sex friends, and tend to avoid making friends with the opposite sex. This is believed to be a form influenced by the encouragement of educators for children to play based on gender differences [25], boy with boy, and vice versa. This continues to be applied as something normal, although the concept of gender is starting to be widely understood.

This view does not take into account the impact and limitations that gender can have on a child's sense of identity. Society has linked the division of people into men and women so closely with our understanding of identity that it is generally understood as fact rather than something we have learned to see as natural [24]. The separation of men and women through restrictive gender roles, which is determined by previous work demands, such as men as protectors of women, and women as complementary in men's lives. However, this is not appropriate to the current context. We must recognize gender formation in the relevant context.

3. CONCLUSION

Bourdieu's theory is one of the post structuralist approaches used as a reference and viewpoint in this paper. A similar writing has been done by Gorelay, et al. [11] which examines the concept of gender, and Bourdieu's theory in the realm of educational institutions. Specifically, in this article, early childhood education institutions have become a culture in producing values, norms, lifestyles, and views on how gender in early childhood is constructed. This then has implications for the occurrence of segregation which is very contrasting between the identity and expectations of boys and girls, because it is based on the characteristics generally applied to men and women.

Thus, resulting in marginalized parties with restrictions in accessing experience and sources of knowledge provided by early childhood education institutions, so that the knowledge process that should be obtained by being carried out and efforts to accommodate them in accessing knowledge becomes very narrow and is detrimental to boys and girls as the subject of the perpetrators. This can be referred to as neglect of children's rights which adults do not realize, in this case the teacher as a figure implementing pedagogy in the school environment.

In fact, all learning and experience sources can be accessed by all children without gender differences, because they can provide various benefits and benefits for boys and girls. Through this, it is hoped that the creation of gender justice and justice in obtaining the right to education. This can be referred to as neglect of children's rights which adults do not realize, in this case the teacher as a figure implementing pedagogy in the school environment.

Learning environment for children in early childhood education institutions needs to be built by applying the values and principles of justice. The principle of justice applied in aims to fully support the potential of students without differences in biological forms, so it is hoped that the creation of educational institutions that promote education with justice, sensitivity and gender responsiveness. These objectives are as follows: a) To form quality Indonesian children, namely children who grow and develop according to their level of development so that they have optimal readiness to enter basic education and navigate life in adulthood without being shackled by standard gender roles and harms either gender. b) To help boys and girls achieve primary school (academic) learning readiness. c). Optimally developing all the potential of boys and girls. d). Inculcating values and norms of life that prioritize the values of justice and gender equality. e) Forming and habituating expected behaviors by prioritizing competency values that are not gender biased. f) Development of children's basic knowledge and skills according to their potential and interests. g) Development of motivation and positive learning attitudes for boys and girls. The goals to be achieved must of course be pursued through a comprehensive upstream to downstream effort, and solid cooperation between practitioners and educational administrators. Thus, early childhood education institutions become institutions that develop and produce a culture with the values of justice for all students, both boys and girls.
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